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Usability

Three important tips


1.	Create clear icons

2.	Proper use of heuristics

3.	Proper use of colour


Usability

1. Create clear icons


Icons work for nouns: things.
They don’t work for verbs: e.g. task descriptions

Tip: Look for an object clearly representing the function being activated by e.g. clicking on the icon. Then just make a picture of the object!



Usability

1. Create clear icons _ positive examples



Zoom
Nikon Capture NX
Fill tool
Adobe PhotoShop CS3
Print
MS Outlook 2007
Address book
MS Outlook 2007






Usability

1. Create clear icons _ negative examples

Format Painter
MS Word 2007

Blur tool
Adobe PhotoShop CS3

Categorize items
MS Outlook 2007

Organize files
MS Windows Vista



Usability

2. Proper use of heuristics


Heuristics: the art of finding.
“How do it know?”

Heuristics help users by rules that are probably right.

Tip: it is possible that the suggestion is wrong. 
Make it easy to correct.




Usability

2. Proper use of heuristics _ positive example


MS Word
Spelling checker

Marks possible error,
brings up alternative(s).



Usability

2. Proper use of heuristics _ negative example


Apple iPhone!
Text supplemention


Tapping <space> changes 
the word to the suggested,
wrong one.

You have to tap the x if you
want to decline the suggestion.





Usability

3 Proper use of colour


Don’t make your design completely dependend on colour. 

Avoid a chaotic look; you should be able to distinct information on what it is and what it does.

Tip: design interfaces in black and white and when finished, add colours to improve (increase) contast between content.




Usability

3. Proper use of colour _ positive example


Categorization by colour

Important news in bold

Links indicated by >    
   and in blue (metaphore)



Usability

3. Proper use of colour _ negative example





Very, very, very negative example
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